Brace Maps and Flee Map
Brainstorm Your Ideas:

Circle Map

+6-8 reasons presented throughout articles

Need for survival skills
Classify Your Ideas:

** Each stem of your Tree Map should include at least TWO pieces of TEXTUAL EVIDENCE **
Planning/Organizing Your Writing

Prompt:

Well Thought Out Opening:

Main Idea #1

Main Idea #2

Main Idea #3

Well Thought Out Closing:
BEGIN WITH AN INTRODUCTION.
CREATE A BRACE MAP.

**Opening Paragraph**

- **Attention Getter**
- **1-4 Sentence Introduction (Lead in)**
- **Thesis Sentence**
UNDERNEATH YOUR INTRODUCTION BRACE MAP...

END WITH A CONCLUSION.
CREATE A BRACE MAP.

Closing Paragraph

*Restate Thesis
*Summarize Ideas
*Tie it all together with a Red Bow Sentence
**WRITE OUT ENTIRE INTRO HERE**

Prompt:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Well Thought Out Opening:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main Idea #1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Use Transitions!**

(Highlight to emphasize)

**WRITE OUT ENTIRE CONCLUSION HERE**
WRITE OUT ENTIRE INTRO HERE

Possible Transitions:
- Additionally
- By comparison
- As opposed to
- Nevertheless
- By contrast
- However
- Even though
- In addition to
- Likewise
- All of this means
- To summarize

WRITE OUT ENTIRE CONCLUSION HERE
Transitions within your Flee Map:

Flee Map

Prompt:
Well Thought Out Openings:
Main Idea #1
Main Idea #2
Main Idea #3

Well Thought Out Closing:
INTRODUCTION (WRITE THE ENTIRE OPENING HERE – INCLUDING THE THESIS)

CONCLUSION (WRITE THE ENTIRE CLOSING HERE – RESTATE YOUR THESIS.)
INTRODUCTION (WRITE THE ENTIRE OPENING HERE – INCLUDING THE THESIS)

Keep in mind, these are your MAIN IDEA boxes. This does not necessarily mean you will write 5 paragraphs every time. Some essays will be less than 5 paragraphs, some will be more! 😊
INTRODUCTION (WRITE THE ENTIRE OPENING HERE – INCLUDING THE THESIS)

List out all of your SUPPORTING details under each main idea box (Include CITED Textual Evidence)
INTRODUCTION (WRITE THE ENTIRE OPENING HERE – INCLUDING THE THESIS)

These details will NOT be complete sentences (Bullet Points)